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  Learning shapes is the first step
towards learning letters. Once children

know their shapes it gives them the
language to understand the differences
in letters. For example, the letter H is a
rectangle with no top or bottom and a
line in the middle or the letter A is a

triangle with the bottom moved to the
middle. When you are out and about

with your child talk with them about the
shapes you see throughout the day. 

We Wave Hello
We wave hello likes this.
We wave hello likes this.

We clap our hands for all our friends.
We wave hello likes this.

We Shake and We Shake
We shake and we shake and we stop
We shake and we shake and we stop

We shake and we shake and we shake         
 and we shake and we shake and we shake 

 and we stop.

(Repeat with different actions)

(Repeat with different actions)

To make math approachable

for your little ones,

introduce infants and

toddlers to spatial relationship

words such as “over,” “under,”

“next to,” “above” and

“below.” Encourage your

child to separate things into

groups by colors or materials.

" C "  F O R
C O U N T I N G !

Bubble Bubble Pop!
One little red fish

Swimming in the water,
Swimming in the water,
Swimming in the water.

One little red fish
Swimming in the water,

Bubble, bubble, bubble, bubble...POP!
Verses: Increase the number and change the

colour

Popcorn Kernals
Popcorn Kernels 

(wave scarves overhead)
In the pot (make their scarves

'disappear' by bunching them up in
their fists)

Shake them shake them shake them
(shake)

'til they POP 
(Toss scarves up into the air)




